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All activities in this leadership journey relate to Discovering, Connecting, 

and Taking Action—the three Girl Scout keys to leadership! Plus, Girl 

Led, Cooperative Learning, and Learning by Doing processes make 

the activities fun and powerful for girls. Here, in an activity from Session 4, 

you can see how these processes and the national Girl Scout outcomes—the 

benefits we want for girls—play out during a team gathering. The processes 

and outcomes are so seamless you might not even notice them. Throughout 

the journey, processes and outcomes play out again and again. Before you 

know it, you’ll be using these valuable aspects of Girl Scouting in whatever 

Juniors do! 
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What It All Means for Girls

Ads Assume . . . 
Explain to the girls that advertising experts have the job of selecting pictures 

or photos to place in ads and on packaging for products designed for them, 

such as toys, games, or sports clothes and equipment. Executives of the 

company selling a product often make the final decision about which pictures 

or photos will do the best job of selling their products. Let the girls know that 

they will now play the role of those executives! Say something like, 

How would you like to be an executive in charge of picking the pictures used to sell 

products to young people? You’ll decide if the pictures are right for the ad or not. 

Place the ads and packaging you and the girls have collected in the center of 

a table. Ask the girls to take turns choosing an item and placing it in one of 

three piles: 

• Products for girls 

• Products for boys 

• Products for girls and boys 

Ask the girls to say quickly whether they agree with the choices for each pile 

and if not, explain why. (Let them know they do not need to agree with one 

another, but they should listen respectfully to one another’s views and feel 

comfortable speaking up to explain their own views.) 

FROM SAMPLE SESSION 4

With the girls making the 
decisions about whether or 
not pictures are appropriate 
for the advertisement, this 
activity is Girl Led from 
the start. And, as they sort 
the advertisements into 
the different piles, girls are 
engaged in the Learning by 
Doing process.

When girls listen respectfully 
to one another and speak 
up for their own views, 
they are strengthening 
their healthy relationship 
(Connect outcome, 
Girls develop healthy 
relationships) and advocacy 
skills (Take Action 
outcome, Girls advocate 
for themselves and others, 
locally and globally) as 
well as advancing on the 
Connect outcome, Girls 
promote cooperation and 
team building. 

Products for 

girls and boys

Products for 
boys

Products for 

girls

How would you describe the images you’re seeing?

Who is shown using the product in these images?  
Who’s simply looking on?

Are you seeing any stereotypes in these images?

How is it useful for advertisers to use stereotypical images  
in their ads?

When boys and girls are shown together, who is taller?  
Who looks older?

Which images seem to appeal most to girls?  
Which seem to appeal more to boys?

How does the image “make” you want to have the  
product it’s about?

Do any girls or boys you know use this product?  
Do you know whether or not they like it?

Why might a boy or girl want or not want to use this product?
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Before the “executives” decide whether to accept or change the images, pose 

a few questions like these: 

Now ask the girls to pile up any of the images or packaging they think need to 

be changed because they don’t seem to represent a real view of the way girls 

or boys act in the world. Then invite them to use the art supplies on hand to 

alter the ads or packaging so that they do represent a real view of the world 

as they know it. They might . . . 

• paste or draw new images over the existing ones 

• cut up the images and rearrange them in a way that they think makes 

better sense 

• write what they want the people in the images to be saying by creating 

their own cartoon balloons and filling them in 

• rewrite the ad or packaging copy

These sample discussion 
questions get girls 
evaluating advertisements 
and listening to and 
considering one another’s 
perspectives—both 
move girls forward on the 
Discover outcome, Girls 
develop critical thinking. 
And, depending on the 
advertisements chosen, 
these questions might also 
make girls more aware 
of cultural and media 
influences on their and 
other girls’ ability to make 
healthy choices in their 
lives, which helps girls 
advance on the Discover 
outcome, Girls gain 
practical life skills—girls 
practice healthy living. 

Girls get hands-on here 
as they alter the ads 
they have compiled and 
create new ads together. 
They are engaged in both 
the learning by doing 
and cooperative learning 
processes as they team up 
to develop more accurate 
“real world” images and 
advertising copy. As they 
develop these more realistic 
portrayals they might 
include images and words 
representative of diverse 
background, viewpoints, 
and life experiences. In this 
way, they are also working 
toward achievement of the 
Connect outcome, Girls 
advance diversity in a 
multicultural world.
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